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FINAL CUT
It was autumn's first night, too early for even a trace of frost on the ripening pumpkins that glowed in the fields like orange lanterns beneath the pale moon. A faint breeze stirred, wafting a warm scent of new-mown hay into the farmhouse kitchen where the hired girl busied herself with the supper dishes and the farmer sat, taking his ease at the wooden table, sucking lazily at his corn-cob pipe. It was on that very night that Abner Yates first noticed things about Annie. Poor, pretty Annie. Half-witted Annie. How suddenly she had blossomed, peach-like, full-ripened, like fruit crying to be picked and enjoyed. This Abner noticed and it whetted a long-denied appetite within him...

ANNIE, COME HERE, GIRL...

HUH? MISS HESTER... SHE SAYS, "ANNIE, YOU GET THE DISHES DONE!" SO I GOTA GET THE DISHES DONE, MIST' ABNER...

It took hold of Abner then... a maddening deep-felt compulsion. He rose slowly, came up behind Annie, and pressed hungry lips against her neck... his harsh, bristled chin nuzzling the soft flesh of her white shoulder... his hard, calloused hands caressing...

GASP... MIST' ABNER! WHAT'RE YUH DOIN'? DON'T, MIST' ABNER! PLEASE...

ANNIE...
Abner grinned, trying to hide his concern...

Oh, now y'ain't goin' t' tell Hester, Annie. I'm just tryin' t' be friendly!

Abner grinned, trying to hide his concern...

I got a friend, Mist' Abner. An' he don't do th'et!

I got a friend, Mist' Abner... An' he don't do th'et! I want he should... but he don't!

I like you, Annie! 'T ain't no harm in bein' a mite friendly! I been good t' you all these years, ain't I?

Why'd yuh do th'et, Mist' Abner? Mis' Hester wouldn't like you t' do th'et!

What you mean, you got a friend? You don't never leave this farm! The closest folks're four miles off and they got no young men there...

What you mean, you got a friend? Y'know Annie's got a feeble mind! She's jis' braggin' 'bout some boyfriend she thinks she's got...

I didn't ask you, Abner! I asked Annie! What were you an' Mist' Abner talkin' 'bout, Annie?

I tol' him I don't want him gettin' friendly 'cause I already got a friend, Mis' Hester!

I tol' him I don't want him gettin' friendly? What'd Mist' Abner do?

What you mean, Annie... "Gettin' friendly"? What'd Mist' Abner do?

Tarnation, Hester! Y'know Annie's got a feeble mind! She's jis' braggin' 'bout some boyfriend she thinks she's got...

You two still in th' kitchen? What're you talkin' 'bout, Annie?

'Bout nuthin', Hester! Jus' talk! I...

Then, he's a fool, Annie! He...

It's him I want, Mist' Abner! Not you! I kin wait...

What you mean, Annie... "Gettin' friendly"? What'd Mist' Abner do?

I do got him... I do!
Hester Yates searched Annie's blank expressionless face. Looking for a sign, but she saw nothing. Her jealous fears faded momentarily and she patted the girl's arm... I'm glad for you, Annie! Yuh, mis' Hester! I'm glad you got a boyfriend! I'm glad for you, Annie! Thank'... hmmph! It's late, Abner! 'Mon t' bed! Good idea, Hes'!

Later, while Hester snored rhythmically and deeply, Abner lay beside her, his body taut and anxious, his mind disturbed and restless. He thought of Annie in her room. Annie... Annie. Her name screamed in his mind, he went to her in his mind and was with her in his mind... Hester slept soundly, not knowing... not hearing... not hearing her man rise from their bed and move stealthily through the hall to their half-witted servant's room. She did not hear her husband's trembling hands find the doorknob in the dark... twist it... swing the door wide...

And suddenly Abner could stand it no longer!

The warm autumn night breeze coming in the open window blew across Annie's bed, carrying the exciting scent of her ripe young body to Abner. But Abner's senses had deceived him, for Annie was not in the bed...

A movement outside in the moonlit farmyard caught Abner's eye. Annie was out there, cutting across to the fields beyond, clad only in her flimsy flannel nightgown... She's goin' t' him! Her boyfriend! Then it is true!

What the...
Abner seethed with frustration and jealousy. He crept back through the hall, past Hester's innocent snoring, and into the living room. He removed the loaded shotgun from above the mantle...

...and went out into the night. Faint idiotic laughter drifted to him on the wind. He followed the sound of her gutteral voice whispering in the moonlight. And then he came upon the girl and her lover, and his anger turned to triumphant glee...

Hah! I might've known that's how it'd be with the poor simple-minded fool!

Annie stood before her lover, tempting him with her swaying body, pleading with him, moaning with passion. But Annie's lover did not respond. Annie's lover was a ragged lifeless gold scarecrow...

Abner drank in Annie's heated agitation while his own craving mounted to a fever pitch. He tore her from her inhuman lover and crushed his lips to hers, his body to hers...

Annie wrenched herself from Abner's starving arms, her ardor quickly cooled.

He ain't real, Annie! He's just rag n' straw n' a pole stuck in the ground. He can't help you none!

Abner seethed with frustration and jealousy. He crept back through the hall, past Hester's innocent snoring, and into the living room. He removed the loaded shotgun from above the mantle...

Annie stood before her lover, tempting him with her swaying body, pleading with him, moaning with passion. But Annie's lover did not respond. Annie's lover was a ragged lifeless gold scarecrow...

Abner drank in Annie's heated agitation while his own craving mounted to a fever pitch. He tore her from her inhuman lover and crushed his lips to hers, his body to hers...

Annie wrenched herself from Abner's starving arms, her ardor quickly cooled.

You can't have me, Mist' Abner! You got mis' Hester! This here's my man!

He ain't real, Annie! He's just rag n' straw n' a pole stuck in the ground. He can't help you none!

He can help me! He will! Someday! Someday...

Y'little idiot! He ain't a flesh an' blood man like me! Le'me help you, Annie? Le'me...

She cowered against her straw lover, sobbing...

Le'me be, Mist' Abner! Le'me be or I'll tell mis' Hester!

No! Don't tell her, Annie! It'd jus' make trouble. She...she'd send you away from here! I don't want that...
Hester looked out to see Annie coming in across the farmyard... There's yer critter, Abner. Annie... comin' back from meetin' up with her feller! Drat that half-wit girl... disturbin' m' rest!

Yes, Annie did disturb Abner's rest. Even after Hester had fallen back to sleep, he lay awake for hours, tortured with unsatiated yearning, resenting the agonized passion Annie wasted on the unfeeling scarecrow that could never claim her...

But sleep came at last... and restless dreaming... then morning and the days work began. Abner went about doing his chores, stopping often to scowl at his insensate rival...

Stupid fool... waitin' for a scarecrow...

Whenever Annie was near, Abner drank her in with his eyes. He feasted on every minute curve of her shapely body... the rippling rhythm when she walked...

Sometimes their eyes would meet and he'd look into hers with urgency... and see in them only simple-minded indifference...

Tain't no use! She's too stupid to understand!

But Abner was not the only one who studied Annie that day. Hester, too, followed the girl's movements about the farm... and Hester, too, was concerned...

Tain't no use! She's too stupid to understand!

Such a blasted waste...
By bedtime that night, Abner's need had become unbearable. He sat on his side of the bed, undressing... and the sagging caused by Hester's shapeless bulk, the un feminine ring of her voice, all served to irritate him... Hope there'll be no critter disturbin' your rest 't'night, Abner.

A.H. Go t'sleep, Hester. I'll do the worryin' over the live-stock!

AW. When Hester's heavy breathing told Abner that she was asleep, he got out of bed...

...and tip-toed down the hall to Annie's door. He hesitated, listening. He could hear her in there, restless, tormented... like himself...

Maybe she'll scream if I go in... scream an' wake Hester...

Suddenly, a plan formed in Abner's tortured mind... a maddening plan. He slipped back down the hall and out of the house...

From the sound of her, she'll be comin' out to her lover soon...

So Abner hid himself and waited, and before long, he saw Annie come from the farmhouse... her flannel nightgown flowing back as she ran in wild haste, revealing her young body... the moon-light glistening on her golden hair...

Annie threw herself upon the scarecrow... the cold, unyielding lover... with complete abandon. She pleaded, panting, delirious in her quest...

How long would this unwilling creature deprive her? How long this cruel neglect? How long? The answer came suddenly... startlingly... shockingly. No longer! Now! Now!
The soft zephyr that swayed the grasses carried impassioned sounds to Hester's ears. So they were not gone after all; they were there... out there in the fields.

Out in the fields, Annie clasped her arms around the scarecrow's neck. This was her lover! How true her lover! How good her lover! The straw man... the stick and rag man... was hers at last...

Hester snatched up the pitchfork that leaned against the clapboard siding of the farmhouse as she came out of the door...

Well, I'll teach 'em... both of 'em!

Annie's temples throbbed, and bodyless voices screamed in her ears. It was all madness now as this straw-and-cloth lover carried her high... lifted her to the rising moon. And then, she lay at his feet smiling up at him, while all about, the tall grasses swayed in the soft, warm, spent breeze...
Hester found Annie with her arms around the scarecrow's knees, kissing its threadbare trousers and whispering over and over again...

I love you! I love you! I love you!

Choke... Annie...

Hester felt suddenly sick! She had thought foul things of her husband... thought foul things of this poor half-witted simple girl...

Oh, Miss Hester! Annie! What it's you! What are you doin', child?

Annie's eyes were filled with starlight. She gazed at the stiff, motionless scarecrow...

I tol' you 'bout him, Miss Hester! I tol' you I had a boyfriend!

Annie! You poor dear! This is a scarecrow! It's nothin' but sticks and straw!

Annie turned... angry... her eyes filling with tears.

No! No! He loves me! He showed me t'nigh! He showed me...

No, Annie! He couldn't! Look! I'll show you! He's straw! Straw!

Hester drove the pitchfork deep into the scarecrow's chest... its middle... its legs... again and again! Annie shrieked...

No! No! You'll kill him! He never was alive, Annie! He's straw! See? See?

Hester stopped lancing the scarecrow and stared in horror at the scarlet liquid that oozed from each jagged rent she'd torn in its clothes with the pitchfork. Annie sobbed...

You said he wasn't alive! You said...

My God! He's bleeding! He's...
IN CHARACTER

The tinkling of dazzling silverware and fine crystal glasses and expensive china were the only sounds heard in the lavishly decorated executive dining room of Magnus Pictures, Inc. Pompous, overdressed, overfed men, long used to the indulgences and luxuries of wealth and success, stopped their bragging prattle about swimming pools and cadillac cars and ulcer diets and turned indifferent eyes to the speaker's chair. Lawrence B. Maynor, President of Magnus Pictures, stood stiffly, clearing his throat, and smiling down at the mild-mannered, self-conscious, aging man seated at his right. He held up the simple gold watch. There was a scattering of half-hearted applause. He began to read the message engraved in the cold metal back...

"TO BELA KARDIFF, IN MEMORY OF A FABULOUS ERA, FROM THE EXECUTIVE STAFF OF MAGNUS PICTURES, INC. JUNE 4, 1954..."

Bela kardiff rose slowly to accept this token of appreciation tendered him at this testimonial dinner, his sad eyes dimmed with tears. He took the glittering watch in his sensuous hands and read and reread the inscription. Then he looked at the men seated around the small horseshoe-shaped table. His voice was barely audible as he began to speak...

"...I WANT TO THANK YOU ALL FOR HONORING ME HERE TONIGHT... FOR THIS DINNER... THIS WATCH... FOR MY WHOLE CAREER..."

He placed the watch on the table and hesitated, as if contemplating his next words. Then he picked up the large bottle of champagne before him...

"I WOULD LIKE TO PROPOSE A TOAST... A TOAST THAT SAYS THANK YOU FOR ALL THAT YOU HAVE DONE FOR ME..."
The champagne cork popped loudly as Bela yanked it from the bottle neck. He turned and began to walk behind the men seated at the table...

Perhaps chronological order would be the best way to make this toast... so I'll start with the first of you that I ever knew...

The tall, mild-mannered man stopped and slowly poured a glass of champagne...

To Don Muller... my agent... who discovered me and first started me down the road to fortune and success...

Don Muller smiled self-consciously as Bela Karoiff looked down at him...

Remember, Don? Remember the lean days before I became a star. Remember how I used to come to your office each day... begging... begging for work...

...And you would shake your head...

Sorry, Bela! Nothing for you! I'm trying... honest... but nobody wants an English-professor-type these days. They're looking for gangster-types... or dashing hero-types... muscle men...

A butler role... an elevator operator... a waiter... anything. I... I'm flat broke, Don...

Remember how you hung up and turned to me...

Look, Bela! I got a part for you! It's a big part! Good money! A chance! It's not what you'd want, but it could be a beginning!

I'll take it, Don! I'll take anything!

Magnus Pictures is taking a flyer on a new gimmick... horror movies! They're going to do a Hollywood version of "Frankenstein"! They're looking for somebody to play the monster!

A... a monster? But I...

Remember how you delivered your ultimatum, Don?

Look, Bela. You owe me a nice hunk of dough! Either you take this part, or I drop you cold!
BELA returned to the speaker's chair...to LAWRENCE B. MAYNOR, president of MAGNUS PICTURES. He filled his champagne glass slowly...

'...REMEMBER THAT, LARRY? you were just a CASTING DIRECTOR then. You were only part-way up the ladder to the top!'

BELA moved down the table...poured another glass of champagne...

'SO I TOOK THE PART! MY STOMACH SCREAMED LOUDER THAN MY PRIDE! AND THAT'S WHEN I MET YOU, MARCEL DUVAL. YOU WERE THE MAKE-UP MAN. REMEMBER HOW YOU LOOKED ME OVER?'

BELA poured another glass. . .

'AND, YOU, GEORGE ROBINS. IT WAS YOU WHO DREAMED UP THE FANTASTIC SCHEME... WE'LL PLAY UP THE MONSTER, SEE! WE'LL BILL HIM AS THE STAR... THIS HARDIff GUY! WE'LL TELL THE PUBLIC HE'S THE MOST HORRIBLE THING THAT EVER WALKED ACROSS A MOVIE SCREEN...'

'We'll have an ambulance parked outside the theater on preview night. We'll have people scared before they even go in!'
Bela moved, stopping at the chair of Sidney Chase, Treasurer of Magnus Pictures.

"FRANKENSTEIN" didn't lay an egg, did it, Sid? It was a big hit! It made three times it's initial investment, didn't it?

The public clamored for more. They clamored for more of this frightening horrible star you'd discovered...

Listen! Another novel might be the answer! How about Dracula?

First, a man-made monster... Next a vampire. After Dracula opened, my name became synonymous with horror and mayhem and death. Me, Bela Kardiff... Harmless, quiet, mild-mannered Bela Kardiff...

"And the public clamored for more. They clamored for more of this frightening horrible star you'd discovered..."

He's a gold mine! We've got to make more horror pictures with Kardiff!

Look, Mama! It's him! Oooh!

"And so, while each of you moved up the executive ladder, I sunk lower and lower..."

You're President, now, Larry! If you said the word, I could do it! Please! I bes of you! Give me a chance at something else...

I'd be crazy, Bela. You're worth a fortune as you are! Why kill the goose that lays the proverbial egg?

You'll knock 'em dead in this scene, Bela!

"I was a mummy... A werewolf... A zombie... Everything sinister and despicable and ugly. I murdered again and again on the screen..."

Yes! I suppose so... Another hit, L.B.!

"Oh, I don't deny that I was financially rewarded for this self-degradation. I had a nice home in Beverly Hills, a swimming pool, a chauffeured car... Everything a star should have... Except self-pride..."

Got the new script, Bela! You play a ghoul in this! No! No! No! I won't! Not a ghoul! That's too much!..."
But I played the part. I was trapped by then, there were bills to pay, notes to meet. I was afraid to give up the luxuries I enjoyed. I played "The Hideous Ghoul." And after the preview... 

"I went to see you, Larry..."
Sorry, Bela. You're typed! We couldn't use you for anything genteel! The public will always associate you with horror and death!

"I went to you, Milt..."
You mean I'm through, Larry... washed up... finished! That's what you mean!

"I even appealed to you, Marcel..."
I'll change my name. You can give me a new face... character parts... anything!

I slipped down... down. I left Hollywood and went to New York. I tried radio... Good-evening, mystery fans. This is your host in Chills. Bela Kardiff, welcoming you once more to the Terror Theater...

It was good once! But this stuff is passé now! Cancel our sponsorship at the end of the contract!
A second-rate producer of Broadway plays managed to gather enough financial backing using my name to star me in a horror play...

No! Oh, Lord! No! IT'S YOU!

YES, SMILEY! I'VE COME BACK...

The critics panned it, the play closed. The backers lost a fortune and I never got my salary. The producer skipped, I was forced to borrow...

Just till I'm working again, George! For old times' sake!

This is my last handout, Bela! I'm sorry! I got my own troubles! Besides, I'm going back to Magnus next week!

I've managed to scrape along by allowing a publisher of second-rate books to use my name on a horror tale anthology...

I slept in cheap hotels...

Well, if it isn't the spook man himself! WHO'D YOU MURDER TODAY, "FRANKENSTEIN"?

Please... my key...

I ate in cheap restaurants...

What'll it be, mist—well, look who's haunting my joint! DRACULA! IN PERSON!

Coffee, please...

It was TV that saved me from ending up on Skid Row. TV in its infancy... hungry for names... even has-been names...

It's an awful play, Bela... and it don't pay much...

$350, if you...

I'll do it! I'll do it!

Of course, it was a horror play! What else could it be? But, it fed me for two months. And then I got another call... and another. I wasn't getting rich, but at least I was working...

Camera one! Dolly in on KARDOFF's face... Grinace, Bela! MAKE A HORROR...
Bela Kardiff finished pouring the last glass of champagne.

They tell me it was your idea, Eddie...this testimonial dinner. Eddie Backman, my old cameraman...

Well, Bela... I...

You certainly did your job well, Eddie... back in those days you put me on film in all my horror... all my vileness and evil...

It was my job, Bela...

Of course, Eddie. I understand! You had to make me horrible. You, too, Marcel... and you, George... Milt... Sid... Don... Larry. You all had to...

Bela turned and strode back to his seat. He picked up his glass.

Bela lifted his glass high...

You all did what you had to do! And so, I offer this toast... to the things you all did for me!

The men around the table stood and drained their glasses...

And Bela Kardiff smiled... You know, gentlemen... wherever I went after my star faded here in Hollywood, I could never escape those things you did for me. I could never live down the stereotype you'd cast of me... the horror character... the murderer. So I finally accepted it!

I am what you made me, gentlemen! I put strychnine in your champagne... Good Lord! Choke!

And put down his untouched glass of champagne...
Mr. Gardent slammed the front door furiously, his face livid with rage. Snorting savagely, he hurried toward the subway. This fight he just had with Sylvia was the last he was going to stomach; it was time to scare the life out of that ungrateful wife of his!

All day long at the office, while he toyed aimlessly with his paperweight and mechanical pencil, Mr. Gardent's mind was a turmoil of plans to exact vengeance for the heartache he had been subjected to. At four o'clock he banged his fist against his desk top and brayed with delight. To his puzzled secretary he blurted that he was going home an hour early... all the way to his house he fondled the idea he had concocted. Polished it, in fact, until it gleamed like a jewel of a plan. He'd shock his wife out of ten years' growth!

It was Sylvia's bridge day, he thought as he quietly opened the front door and strode toward the bathroom. She wouldn't be home 'til a few minutes after five... give him plenty of time to gulp down the huge overdose of sleeping pills. He had carefully checked on the strength of those pills at the time his prescription was filled: if he was rushed to the hospital within two hours of the time he swallowed the lethal overdose, he'd be right as rain within twenty-four hours!

Mr. Gardent settled comfortably into his leather den chair, puffed his pipe until the last ember had turned to cinder. He twirled the bottle cap, tilted the glass jar until a mound of greenish pills spilled into his palm. He checked his watch once more. It was ten minutes before five. Sylvia would be home within a half-hour. She'd find him sprawled here in the den, the fake suicide note he'd prepared pinned to his shirt. He knew Sylvia as well as he knew his own reflection in the shaving mirror... she'd probably been devastated by that argument they'd had this morning. She'd be home on time, tearfully begging him to forgive the hasty words she'd uttered. She'd play the part he'd outlined for her... wail into the phone, hold his hand tightly on the ambulance trip across town, act like an angel for at least a month!

Mr. Gardent smirked, opened his mouth and let the pile of green pills slide down his throat. The druggist had told him five pills would disturb his nervous system, ten would probably prove fatal unless steps were taken within two hours. He giggled as the twentieth capsule went down his gullet. Then, beginning to feel delightfully drowsy, he settled deep into the chair. He closed his eyes, beginning to dream of the gentleness with which he would accept Sylvia's tremulous pleas for forgiveness. He'd be gracious, he reassured himself, as his chin settled on his chest and the pills took effect.

Once, at five minutes before seven o'clock, Mr. Gardent's body trembled and a half-choked moan escaped from lips already starting to turn purple. By seven o'clock his tortured writhing had stopped completely. And fifteen feet from his body, behind the closed door of the bedroom, Sylvia Gardent's body had turned cold. Pinned to her dress was a carefully prepared note. " Didn't go to the bridge game today," it said. " Instead, I took twenty of your sleeping pills. I swallowed them at exactly four o'clock. In two hours... by six o'clock, unless I am rushed to a hospital... I will be dead."
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Dear Editors,

Congratulations! I have just finished two of the greatest stories I have ever read. "Raw Deal" kept me guessing up to the last panel. It was marvelous. As for the second story, "The Confidant," it left me staring at the wall. It takes real guts to print such a story. And after reading it, you begin to realize some of the horrors that can take place in America when stupid, ignorant mobs start taking the law into their own hands, and go on a rampage. Feldstein and Wood deserve a medal for their excellent work in the fields of racial tolerance and human understanding. You guys are doing a great job. Again I say congratulations.

Jim Seff
Baltimore, Md.

... There is no other one-two punch in the comic book industry like Feldstein and Wood and their "off-the-beaten-path" stories. Feldstein's writing and Wood's drawing seem to go together naturally. Being a good Catholic, I would like to say that "The Confidant" is the greatest story I have ever read.

David McGill
Slidell, La.

... In SS No. 15, I thought "The Confidant" was one of the best I've ever read. A real masterpiece. In fact, the whole magazine was exceptionally good, but "The Confidant" was really great. As long as you present stories of this nature, I'll be an ardent Shock SuspenStories fan.

Dale Chilson
Velva, N. C.

... I have just finished your story, "The Confidant," and it's one of the most interesting stories I've ever read. It gives a true picture of the seal of Confession of the Roman Catholic Religion, and how a priest suffered even death, rather than break the sacred seal. These stories about religious and racial persecution are the best you guys have done yet. Keep up the good work.

(Name withheld by request)
Peru, Ill.

... In case some of you who read E.C.'s story, "The Confidant," do not understand the ending, let me explain it to you. A Catholic priest is bound by a "Sacramental Secret" not to reveal anything that has been confessed to him.

(Signed) A Catholic
Trenton, N. J.

... This is the first time in my life that I have ever written to any editor about any kind of magazine, but I must compliment you on Shock SuspenStories. I only wish there were more books like this one. It is the best, the very best.

E. A. Anderson CS3
Naval Station
Newport, Rhode Island

... Thanks for another great shocker, "The Confidant." Thank God we are outgrowing mob violence—not one lynching in 1953. I feel that men like you are mainly responsible for this great record.

Nelson Bridwell
Oklahoma City, Okla.

... I have read all your stories against segregation and racial prejudice, but you have really proven your ability in "The Confidant." It was the most heart-warming story I have ever read. Keep up the good work and give us more stories of this sort.

J. S.
Cumberland, Maryland

... I am fifteen years of age and was confined to bed several months ago with Rheumatic Fever. I just read your No. 15 issue of Shock. Believe me, it was really a thriller, especially the story "For Crying Out Loud." Why, when I finished, I almost fell out of bed.

C. J. R.
Lebanon, Ohio

... Do you call No. 15 issue a mag? First you present "Raw Deal" which made my feet come through my mouth, stomach first. Then, "The Confidant" which made me cry my head off. What are you guys trying to do, kill me?

Eldridge Page
Lynchburg, Va.

... Nothing has ever made me as mad as those creeps who keep writing criticisms against the excellent stories you print against segregation. Such people do not deserve America and America certainly doesn't need them. Your stories are the best and I want to compliment you on them. You should put one of them in every E.C. Mag.

James Curtis Jackson
Robstown, Texas

... You, the Editors of Shock SuspenStories, have initiated a wonderful thing, a slap at prejudice. Keep up the good work. Publish at least one "tolerance" story in each issue. You will not lose customers, you will gain friends.

Dorothy G. Mentai
Lancaster, Pa.

Well... no new friends this issue! We racked our brains, but couldn't come up with anything that we felt was worthy of following "Blood Brothers," "The Whipping," "The Confidant," et al! —ed.

Commercial: A subscription to Shock SuspenStories, or to any other E.C. mag, costs one buck ($1.00) for eight issues. Address for mail or sub orders is:

Shock Editors
Room 706, Dept. 17
225 Lafayette St.
N. Y. C. 12, N. Y.
Drizzle... the kind of cold misty drizzle your flesh sops up like a sponge... the kind of drizzle that wraps itself around you like an icy-wet shroud. I stand in the shadows in the drizzle thinkin' about that redheaded gal back in Chi, and how I ought to be with her instead of shiverin' in the rain of a New York night. But through my skin-thin leather glove, I feel the blue-black cold of the Colt .38 in my trenchcoat pocket, and then I think of how a five-c-note for a couple of hours work is worth flying east for and leavin' a redhead for a little while, only why did it have to be on a lousy night like this one. So I wait, and finally, my mark comes out of his lush, dry apartment building. I squeeze back into the shadows and grip the loaded heater in my pocket a little tighter...

But then the doorman steps back under the canopy after several tries with his little tin tweeter, and I breathe easier. He shrugs and my mark starts hoofin' it. I take a last deep drag, then flick my butt loopin' into the gutter. It sticks there in the wet, hisses, and the red glow on the tip goes out fast. I step from the shadows...
I start walkin' behind him, my steps in rhythm with his. I curse the wetness that makes a squishin' noise under my rubber soles. But the wet is good too. The wet makes it a perfect night for huntin'... man-huntin'...

Empty streets... dark, deserted streets, now he's just a black hulk movin' ahead of me, then he's bathed in the soft yellow lamppost light, the mist-drops on his hat and coat glitterin'...

Quiet, empty, glitterin' wet streets. That's the thing about my job. It's got to be quiet.

It's got to be someplace where nobody'll see... where I can trigger my mark and run... where there'll be no witnesses. Like an alley... like a street of closed stores or warehouses.

Now he stops. He looks into a store window. Maybe he's got a queer feelin' along his spine but don't know why. He don't know he's a mark. Not yet. I stop. I light a butt, cuppin' my mitts to hide the glow. I wait...

He keeps starin' into the window. I gotta move on before he gets to wonderin'. I pass him and get the urge to gun him right there and run... take my chances... but I don't. They could've got any punk to do a job like that! But they wanted a pro... and I cost 'em a cool five C's, plus expenses, to bring in from Chi. I'm gonna give 'em a clean, pro job... with no witnesses...

Up the street, I duck into an alley. I wait in the darkness till I hear his footsteps. I suck in my breath and hold it till my belly aches. He angles across the street before he reaches me...
For nearly an hour I pad along after him, stalkin' through the naggin', numbin' drizzle. When he stops... I stop, when he turns a corner... I turn. Patience. That's the word to describe my job: patience. Five hundred bucks worth of patience. Then it happens. He must've felt my eyes on his back, 'cause he turns his head an' takes a quick gander at me...

Now, slow... very slow... he begins takin' longer, quicker steps. I stick behind like there's an invisible rope between us. He ain't sure yet, he don't look around, but he must feel me behind him.

I turn a corner after him and the first thing I see is this shiny black raincoat with a badge. I quick cut down to a slow walk. I see my mark lookin' at the cop like he wants to tell him about me. But he don't. 'Cause he still ain't sure...

I go in further. I listen for his breathin'. A car passes the other end of the alley, its head-lights floodin' it with light. I don't see my mark...

It's takin' a chance, but I pull a little flashlight from my pocket and needle the beam around. My .38 is already out, and I got the safety off...

All of a sudden, I hear him break from somewhere behind me, whinin' like a scared cat as he runs. The sucker's framed in the alley entrance like a sittin' duck. I take careful aim...
But I don't shoot, 'cause I hear this talkin' and laughin' and two sailors out on the town pass the alley and eye my mark as he comes scramperin' out...

I curse 'em under my breath and high-tail it out after my mark. He's walkin' near 'em, lookin' back at me. Now he knows he knows for sure he's a mark and I'm after him.

I stick close behind. I feel like a jerk walkin' in a sloppy drizzle...cold and miserable...just to gun a guy I don't even know. I make myself think of the five C's waitin' if I deliver. I also think of the redhead back in Chi. So I stick, and soon the two tars head into a bar.

Now my mark is alone and he's plenty scared. He dodges around this corner and that...

He crosses streets, he backtracks. My mark knows I'm followin' him and he's sourmin' and runnin' like a rabbit runnin' from a hound.

And like a rabbit, he finds a hole in the ground and dives into it, a subway kiosk.

I hit the turnstiles just as a train pulls in. I fish for a dime but it don't fit and I swear out loud. You gotta have a token...

There's no time, so I vault the turnstile and just make it into the car as the doors slam shut...

I stay on the platform at the end of the car where I can look past the sea of sleepy, empty, staring, subway faces to where my mark sits breathin' hard and wipin' the sweat from his brow.

When we pull into the next station, my mark gets off. He's figured he's lost me and he's breathin' easier. But as he climbs the exit stairs he looks around and his face goes ash white...
My mark’s walked into it this time...the kind of neighborhood I need for the job. No witnesses...nothin’ but him and me and black, empty, rain-soaked streets.

He tries an alley again, figuring if he gave me the slip that way once, it’ll work again.

Then I see the rusted ladder hangin’ from the fire-escape leadin’ up the old abandoned buildin’. Some windows got boards over ‘em and some’s just gapin’ holes. And my mark’s dissapearin’ into one of those...

I climb, thinkin’ how this is like a cat-and-mouse game with a five-c-note prize at the end of it. I get into the black, rot-stinkin’ loft and poke in every corner with my light.

I go in with my pocket flash lit and I gotta smile. There’s walls on three sides. It’s a blind alley. But he’s nowhere in sight...

I hear his feet poundin’ up the stairs and loose plaster dust is floatin’ around so I can taste it, and it grinds gritty between my teeth. I scramble back down the corridor and take the shaky saggin’ stairs two-at-a-time.

Before I can glem the sucker, I feel a cold draught and I know he’s made the roof. When I get there, he’s standin’ on the parapet, ready to jump...

I go out into a litter-cluttered corridor and move down it somewhere behind me I hear him stumble and groan.

Then he’s gone, the crazy idiot. I run to the spot and see he’s leaped to an adjoining buildin’ across an air-shaft. It’s a big jump. For him, there was nothin’ to lose. For me, it’s a tossup between losin’ a big fat five-c-note or maybe croakin’...
I shut my eyes and take the leap.

I follow him into the roof entrance of the next building, and I can hear him goin' down the stairs. I flick on my flash and catch him in a circle of light where the stairs end in a narrow gallery.

I know I got him now. I've seen that look of terrorized surrender before. He backs up... finds his last faint hope... a door... and stumbles through...

My mark stumbles into a room where it's pitch black. I hear him slump into a corner, breathin' loud, wheezin' through his flem-choked throat. I pick him up with my light. I got him where I want him now... with no witnesses... alone...

His face is a sick-green and he's bug-eyed, but there's no pleadin' on his face 'cause he knows I got a job to do. Already I'm feelin' that five-cent note in my pocket as I squeeze the trigger...

The blast echoes away like the flat we're in is big as a barn. He falls over... the top of his head gone in a bloody smear, and then the screamin' starts... shriekin' and hollerin'... and lights start flashin' on... bright lights...

In a couple of seconds the place is crawlin'... women squeelin' and men pourin' down the aisles toward me. Yeah, that's what I said! "AISLES", ME! THE OLD PRO! I gun my mark in a theatre... before five hundred pairs of eyes...

It turns out I've walked in on the opening scene of a play about President McKinley and the guy what shot him. It's called "THE ASSASSIN". THERE'S A TWIST, HUH? WHOSE PICTURE DO YOU SUPPOSE IS ON A FIVE-CENT BILL? YEAH...
The reason why I can tell this story now is because I am no longer in the "fence" business, which is the underworld term for a merchant of stolen goods, having pulled a few strings with politico friends of mine with whom I used to deal before they accumulated their fortunes and became honest upstanding pillars of society and devoted servants of the people. Often, now, while I am ringing up win-tickets for the pony players who come to my two dollar window, I think of Allie and Bimmy and Doc Slater and the sweet little profitable racket they enjoyed until greed stepped in and brought them to the parting of the ways. It happened like this...

Allie and Bimmy and Doc Slater were in the smuggling business, which can be very lucrative if you play your cards right. In Europe, Allie and Bimmy collected diamonds...

Do not look now, but here comes our boy! And he is carrying his small black bag...

This collection would be carried on swiftly and convincingly...as Allie and Bimmy were swift and convincing gentlemen...

Do not run or scream out as such actions make me nervous and I may pull this trigger...

Having lifted a goodly haul of the sparkling baubles, Allie and Bimmy would return post haste to their hideout, where Doc Slater waited with baited breath and steaming sterilizer...

Well? Did you get them? Would we return in such fine spirits if we did not accomplish our mission, doctor?

Doc Slater would finger and fondle the glittering carbon pellets, for if there was one thing Doc Slater loved better than his shiny scalpels, it was glittering diamonds. Perhaps that explains why he'd decided to use his surgical skill for smuggling purposes rather than for improving health...

Why, it's your turn, isn't it, Bimmy? Take off your shirt and lie down on the table...

I am beginning to feel like an old mattress! I will prepare the anesthetic!
Thusly would follow the extremely clever method whereby, undetected, Bimmy and Allie and the Doc were able to smuggle over sixty thousand dollars worth of diamonds past the eagle-eyed alert customs inspectors and into our grand and glorious country over a period of three years.

WHEREBY, UNDETECTED, BIMMY AND ALLIE AND THE DOC WERE ABLE TO SMUGGLE OVER SIXTY THOUSAND DOLLARS WORTH OF DIAMONDS PAST THE EAGLE-EYED ALERT CUSTOMS INSPECTORS AND INTO OUR GRAND AND GLORIOUS COUNTRY OVER A PERIOD OF THREE YEARS...

Yes, that is absolutely correct. Nimble-fingered Doc Slater would cut open one of his two boys and neatly pack the valuable diamonds in among a goodly portion of fatty tissue somewhere on said partner's person, then he would carefully close the incision.

ALCOHOL... AND... THERE... DONE!
ANOTHER SMALL FORTUNE, STASHED AWAY, SIGNED, SEALED, AND... REWOROINO THE OLD SAYING...READY TO BE DELIVERED!

After this aforementioned incision had healed sufficiently, said partner would purchase a steamer ticket and board a liner bound for the good old U.S.A.

I ALWAYS ENJOY MYSELF ON OCEAN LINERS, DOCTOR. AS A CHILD, I WAS CRAZY OVER SHUFFLEBOARD... HAVE A NICE TIME, BIMMY!

SCALPEI... A PLEASURE, DOCTOR!

AND MARRY, WITHOUT DELAY, TO THE DOCTOR'S NEW YORK APARTMENT AND HIS ANXIOUSLY WAITING COHORTS. THERE, ANOTHER OPERATION WOULD BE PERFORMED AND THE CONTRABAND CARGO WOULD BE REMOVED...

Said partner, carrying the diamond haul beneath the surface of his thick skin, would pass undetected through customs.

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO DECLARE? ONLY MY JOY AT RETURNING ONCE MORE TO THE LAND OF MY BIRTH!

And shortly thereafter, my old modest business establishment would be graced with Allie and Bimmy and Doc's charming presences as I examined and valued said contraband cargo...

HOPE YOU HAD A PLEASANT FLIGHT, GENTLEMEN! DELIGHTFUL! I COULDN'T SLEEP.

A WORTHY EXAMPLE OF NATURE'S WORK, GENTLEMEN. I WILL BE HAPPY TO PAY YOU SEVEN THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR THE LOT!

... AND MARRY, WITHOUT DELAY, TO THE DOCTOR'S NEW YORK APARTMENT AND HIS ANXIOUSLY WAITING COHORTS. THERE, ANOTHER OPERATION WOULD BE PERFORMED AND THE CONTRABAND CARGO WOULD BE REMOVED...

IT IS AN ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCE DOING BUSINESS WITH YOU MILTON!
As I mentioned previously, Allie and Bimmy and Doc were engaged in a highly profitable operation, and I am not attempting to make a poor pun on the important aspect of their racket. But, as I also mentioned, greed stepped in. I believe the three gentlemen were in Antwerp, Europe's diamond capitol, at the time...

I am interested in purchasing some diamonds. I am from America... 

You have come at precisely the right moment, sir. I have just acquired a fabulous gem...

This beautiful treasure recently arrived from Rhodesia. It is, as yet, uncut and unpolished. At present it weighs ninety-two carats... and is worth at least two hundred and fifty thousand dollars in U.S. currency...

It... it's beautiful! But I... I am interested in much smaller stones, I'm afraid!

It would be such a shame to cut this up into several small stones...

Oh, yes... a shame...

Oh, well, there will be other customers, I am sure! Now, let me see what I have for you...

Beautiful! Simply beautiful!

Like I said, greed stepped in. The Doc fell in love with that fabulous rock. Although he looked at the smaller stones the dealer had to offer him, his mind was really on that giant bauble...

Well, thank you! I'll be back! Drop in anytime...

And so, Doctor Slater made his plans. He had to have that ninety-two carat diamond no matter what. He just had to...

Two hundred and fifty 6's!

That is a lot of moola!

Yes! Now, here's what we do...

And so, once more, swiftly and convincingly, Allie and Bimmy made a collection...
AND THE FABULOUS GEM WAS THEIRS...

BEAUTIFUL! SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL! I WANT TO CARRY THIS ONE, DOC!

YES, GREED HAD STEPPED IN... GREED AND ITS COMPANION... MISTRUST...

GENTLEMEN, THIS CALLS FOR SOME THOUGHT! A ROCK OF THIS CALIBRE AND WORTH CAN SPELL RETIREMENT FOR ALL OF US...

THAT IS A DELIGHTFUL THOUGHT!

HOWEVER, WITHOUT DESIRING TO HURT EITHER OF YOU, I FINE GENTLEMEN'S FEELINGS... WE MUST BE PRACTICAL! WHAT GUARANTEE IS THERE THAT THE ONE INTO WHICH I SAW THIS TREASURE WILL EVER BE SEEN BY MYSELF AND THE REMAINING PARTNER AGAIN... SINCE A ONE-WAY SPLIT OF 250 G'S IS MUCH MORE DESIRABLE THAN A THREE-WAY...

SUCH TEMPTATION SHOULD... AND MUST BE AVOIDED!

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY GRAND IS A LOT OF Moola, AS YOU SAID! LET US THEREFORE GIVE THIS PROBLEM SOME THOUGHT...

WE COULD ALL TAKE THE BOAT AND KEEP CLOSE TABS, DOC!

NO! TOO SUSPICIOUS! THERE IS ONLY ONE ANSWER! I WILL OPERATE ON BOTH OF YOU...

BOTH OF US? YOU GOING TO CUT THE ROCK IN HALF?

NOT AT ALL! I WILL OPERATE ON BOTH OF YOU... BUT PLACE THE DIAMOND IN ONLY ONE OF YOU! NEITHER OF YOU WILL KNOW WHO HAS IT. ONLY I! YOU WILL BOTH TAKE THE LINER... I, THE PLANE. IF NEITHER OF YOU IS SURE WHO HAS THE DIAMOND, THE CHANCES OF TAKING A POWDER ARE MINIMIZED!

YOU ARE AN EXCEPTIONAL BRAIN, DOCTOR!

COME, THEN, BOTH OF YOU ON THE TABLE. THERE IS MUCH WORK TO DO...

WELL, BIMMY! I AM HOPING THIS WILL BE THE LAST SCAR I WILL OBTAIN!

I LIKEWISE, ALLIE!
And so, for the last time, Doc Slater operated. Only this time, it was a multiple operation... When Bimmy and Allie came to, they both had neat little freshly sewn incisions on their persons and neither knew which contained the fabulous ninety-two carat fortune. And in a few weeks...

The operations have healed sufficiently, gentlemen. Let us prepare to migrate home...

Milton will be delighted to see us. Of that, there is no doubt!

And after they'd sailed, Doc Slater made his airline reservation...

Like I said, if you are a smart cookie and you play your cards right, you can make a fortune in the smuggling racket. And Doc Slater was, indeed, an exceptionally smart cookie...

Bimmy and Allie purchased their steamship tickets and boarded their liner...

See you at my apartment, boys! And a happy reunion it will be!

Come, Allie!

Where can I send a cablegram?

That'll be...

Now, you'll be sure to send that right off...

There you are, Sir. Flight 729, leaving at 5:30 P.M. on the 10th!

Where can I send a cablegram?

That'll be...

Let's see...

Nine-twenty, sir!

Here you are! Now, you'll be sure to send that right off...

Doc Slater knew his boys. He knew them very well! He knew they'd begin to think about things during the five day ocean voyage...

Two hundred and fifty G's! Let's see! Split three ways is... ummm... $83,333 bucks! Hmm...

That's 'gin' again, Allie! It appears that you are not concentrating on your game!

That's 'gin' again, Allie! It appears that you are not concentrating on your game!

But he also knew that they'd be helpless to make a move... not until they'd docked in New York, at least... on the 8th!

There she stands, Bimmy. The little lady herself! Bimmy? Bimmy, you hear?

83 G's isn't very much compared to 250 G's! Not much at all!
That's why the doc had sent the cablegram. He'd known the state of mind his boys would be in by the time they'd reach his apartment...

He'd known how they'd look at each other and what they'd think... 

Hey, doc! We're... Look, Allie! Here! Boil up the instruments! We're... We're... 

The apartment got suddenly still like the crowd here at the Pony Track gets just before the prices flash up on the 'tote' boards. In fact, the only sound you could hear was the metallic click of two razor-sharp switch blades snapping open... 

I want that diamond, Allie... and a one-way split! Precisely the way I feel, Bimmy... 

Like I said, OOC was a sharp cookie! The cablegram was just what the doctor ordered... and that's meant to be a clever... 

Reservations fouled up, not arriving till the tenth. Keep an eye on each other for two days. Love, Doc.

Allie and Bimmy circled each other cautiously, like the phony act them T.V. wrestlers put on. Only this was no act. This was for big stakes... if you will pardon another bad pun... 

And there's only one way to get it...

Leave us not hedge with words. Actions speak... louder... 

I am glad I was not there to see that knife fight. I myself am squeamish at the sight of blood. But I am told that there was much spilled that day... 

Uhhhhhh... NNNNNNGG... 

I am told that Allie and Bimmy cut each other to ribbons trying to open the nearly-healed operation scars. I am told that even OOC, who has a strong stomach for those things, got violently ill when he came home...
...AND SAW THEM LYING ON HIS NICE NEW LIVING-ROOM CARPET... SLASHED AND CUT AND PARTIALLY DISMEMBERED AND DEAD FROM LOSS OF BLOOD. BUT DOC GOT OVER IT QUICKLY. IN FACT, HE EVEN LAUGHED A LITTLE...

"HEH, HEH..."

LIKE I SAID, DOC SLATER WAS A SMART COOKIE. HE'D WANTED A ONE-WAY SPIT ALL FOR HIMSELF. HE HADN'T PACKED THAT NINETY-TWO CARAT ROCK INTO EITHER OF THE BOYS. HE'D OPERATED ON HIMSELF WHILE THEY WERE OUT COLD...

SCALPEL...

BUT THERE ARE LOTS OF SMART COOKIES IN THIS WORLD, WHICH IS ONE OF THE REASONS I GAVE UP THE "FENCE" BUSINESS AND TOOK UP AN HONEST PROFESSION PUNCHING PARI-MUTUAL MACHINES...

.... SWAB. AND NOW... NOW...

THAT'S RIGHT! A SMALL BLOB OF AS YET UNDISSOLVED PASTE... ALL THAT WAS LEFT OF THE PHONY NINETY-TWO CARAT DIAMOND THAT SMART COOKIE IN ANTWERP HAD TRIED TO SELL HIM...

"CHOKING...

AND THAT IS ALMOST THE END OF MY STORY. JUST ONE MORE SAD DETAIL. DOC DIED TWO WEEKS LATER! SEEMS THE PASTE USED IN THAT PHONY DIAMOND WAS POISONOUS IF IT GOT UNDER THE SKIN. WHAT'S THAT? $2.00... ON MUDHOPPER... IN THE FOURTH? SUIT YOURSELF, BUDDY! THAT NAG DON'T STAND A CHANCE!

THE END...
Imagine! This big box of 21 beautiful new Christmas Cards is yours without one penny's cost to you. You won't be asked to return the cards or pay for them, now or ever. We're making this amazing offer to show you how easily you can make as much as $75.00 and more with our exciting new Christmas Cards!

ANYONE CAN MAKE MONEY THIS EASY WAY!

Whether you're 8 or 80... a student, housewife or have a full-time job... you can make big money in your spare time! You don't need any experience. We'll supply you with a big outfit of actual samples ON APPROVAL. Just show these samples to people you know. Our big values sell on sight—and and you keep up to half of each dollar as your big cash profit. You can quickly make $75.00 selling only 150 boxes. With our big line of Christmas and All-Occasion Assortments, Name-Imprinted Christmas Cards, Stationery and other fast-sellers, you make still more money!

OFFER LIMITED... ACT NOW!

Send no money. Just mail coupon for sample outfit ON APPROVAL and Feature Assortment FREE. You must be satisfied that you can make money this easy way, or you may return the samples only. THE $1.00 FEATURE ASSORTMENT IS YOURS TO KEEP, FREE, WHETHER YOU RETURN THE SAMPLE OUTFIT OR NOT! This offer is limited, one to a family, and may never be repeated.

STUART GREETINGS, Dept. FB-117
4436 N. CLARK ST. CHICAGO 40, ILL.

I am interested in making money with your outfit of sample assortments. Rush it ON APPROVAL. Include $1 Feature Christmas Assortment FREE, per your offer.

Name ___________________________
Address _________________________

City & Zone ______________________ State _______

If for fund-raising, give organization's name below ______________________

Mail Now!

STUART GREETINGS, INC.
4436 N. CLARK ST., Dept. FB-117, Chicago 40, Ill.
Send for my FREE Outfit and start a Quick-Cash spare time Shoe Business!

Just 2 Sales a Day Brings You up to $217 EXTRA a Month!

Complete Starting Outfit Sent FREE!
Deluxe Sample Kit
Worth $35
Loaned Without Cost to Qualified Men Everywhere

Mason Shoes Can Be Bought Only From YOU!
Because we do not sell Mason Velvet-eez shoes in stores, people must buy these TV-advertised shoes with the famed Good Housekeeping Seal ONLY FROM YOU... and keep buying from you! Right now, during our Golden Anniversary year, is the perfect time to get started. Just mail the coupon and I'll rush your money-making FREE Starting Outfit. The Professional Sample Outfit pictured above is sent to qualified men without a penny's cost. Send today and start earning exciting cash profits RIGHT AWAY!

RUSH FOR FREE OUTFIT!

MR. NED MASON
MASON SHOE MFG. CO., Dept. MA-360
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
Please rush my 50th Anniversary FREE Selling Outfit so I can start making up to $217 EXTRA a month and more RIGHT AWAY!

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________________
TOWN ___________________________ STATE ___

We Show You How To Do It!
Now, without spending one cent, you can start a spare-time Shoe Business that brings in exciting cash profits every month! My powerful Selling Outfit makes it easy. Just take 2 orders a day for our fine, Nationally-Advertised shoes and you earn up to $217.50 extra a month! You also get chances to win valuable free prizes.

EVERYBODY Wears Shoes!
Here's the perfect business, because EVERYONE you know can be a customer! Just show friends, relatives, neighbors, people where you work, how Mason Velvet-eez Air Cushion shoes let them "Walk on Air". That's REAL comfort!

As the Mason Shoe Counselor you give people the EXACT style, size and width they order because you draw on our giant stock of 200,000 pairs in sizes 2½ to 15, widths AAAA toEEEE. Customers choose from over 160 different styles—dress, sport and work styles for men and women, including air-cooled Nylon Mesh shoes, also work shoes with special built-in comfort and safety features. You'll be EXCITED the way people stuff steady cash profits in your pocket for extra-comfortable Mason shoes!

MASON SHOE MFG. CO.
DEPT. MA-360, CHIPPEWA FALLS, WIS.
Suppose YOU Were the First Earth Man to Meet a Martian Face to Face?

You are living in the dawn of a new century, the Twenty-Fifth. A new luxury, the "Arex," is making its first flight to Mars. It has room for 150 passengers, but since this is a trial run, it is carrying just one...

After hurtling through space for 100 days, you land on Mars. You start exploring the strange planet, but your rocket ship crashes. You're stranded in the vast Martian wilderness. You have only enough oxygen in your mask to hold out for a day or so. Wander-}

THE BOOK CLUB OF TOMORROW IS HERE TODAY!

The founding of this Science-Fiction Book Club is a recognition of the fact that Science-Fiction has won a place as an important new kind of literature—that it is a valuable addition to the library of every imaginative reader. Science-Fiction has grown so fast it's hard to keep up with it! How is one to read the best new Science-Fiction books—without wasting time and money wading through good and bad alike?

Now—The Cream of New Science-Fiction Books—For Only $1 Each!

To enable you to enjoy the best without worrying about the cost, the Club has arranged to bring you the best brand new full-length books FOR ONLY $1 EACH (plus a few cents shipping charge)—even though they cost $2.50, $3.75 and up in publishers' editions! NO Dues or Complicated Rules. Each month the Board of Editors reads all the promising new Science-Fiction books and selects the No. 1 title. Each selection is described well IN ADVANCE, in the Club's interesting free bulletin, "Things to Come." You take ONLY those books you really want—as few as four a year, if you wish. It's that simple. There are no other rules, no fees.

SEND NO MONEY
Just Mail Your Coupon.

We KNOW you will enjoy membership in this unusual new book club. To PROVE it, we are making this amazing offer. Your choice of ANY 3 of these new Science-Fiction masterpieces—AT ONLY $1 FOR ALL THREE. Two are your gift books for joining, the other is your first selection. This liberal offer may have to be withdrawn at any time. So mail coupon. Ride right up to the Science-Fiction Book Club, Dept. EC-5, Garden City, N. Y.

WHICH 3 DO YOU WANT—FOR ONLY $100?

THE ASTOUNDING SCIENCE-FICTION ANTHOLOGY
A story about the first A-Bomb... written before it was invented! A story of the month that showed "newsreels" of any past event. Plus a score of the best tales from a dozen masters of Astounding Science-Fiction Magazine, selected by its editor, John W. Campbell, Jr. 585 pages.

OMNIBUS OF SCIENCE-FICTION
43 top stories by outstanding authors—stories of Wonders of Earth and Man... of startling inventions... of visitors from Outer Space... of Far Traveling... Adventures in Dimension Worlds of Tomorrow 552 pages.

WILD TALENT
By Wilson Tucker
Paul Breun was a one-man secret weapon. From his hide-out he could read the minds of enemy agents anywhere! Then he got a brain wave that he was about to be killed...and he was afraid of his own government!

THE CAVES OF STEEL
By Isaac Asimov
Robots are the most hated creatures on earth. They've been taking over scarce jobs held by humans. Then a scientist is murdered. Detective Bailey has to find the killer. And he's given a robot as a partner!